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- Les Black, National Schools Manager

“

“

As electric vehicle
adoption takes over in NZ,
our EVolocity members are
having fun, working with
friends to create and race
their own EV. The outcomes
are certainly exciting
and the development of
skills and knowledge in
mechanical, software and
electronics engineering
are important for our
economy.

WELCOME TO
ISSUE Seven
Celebrating Women in STEM!
With the world recently celebrating International Women's Day, we thought it an
apt time to highlight what women in STEM - and particularly in engineering - are
achieving in New Zealand. We've profiled some amazing engineers, grads and
EVolocity students in this issue. We've also packed this issue with information and
resources to help get you started with your build. Read on!
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CEO UPDATE

FROM
THE
CEO
CEO Sarah Fitzgerald

Hello Everyone and welcome to

We are pleased to welcome two new

EVolocity! We are excited to get the

regional coordinators to the team;

program going for 2021 kicking off

Sam Knox has taken over from Levinia

with launch events across the country

Paku in the Waikato, and Charlotte

during March and early April. This year

Tollervey joins us as coordinator for

we are seeing an increase in student

both

participation in almost every region,

We’d like to take this opportunity

and we are thrilled to welcome

to thank Levinia for her wonderful

Taranaki schools as we introduce the

work in growing the Waikato region

program in their region for the first

successfully over the past five years,

time.

and wish her well as she focuses her

The world of engineering offers a vast
array of exciting career opportunities
and in the coming months we will
feature

leading

industry

experts

Wellington

and

Manawatu.

energies on her work at the University
of Waikato.
We are grateful to all of our amazing
partners

and

sponsors

for

their

to share their insights into some

generosity and support. EVolocity

of the dynamic, cutting-edge and

is a lot of fun! and if you’d like to get

fascinating jobs that exist in the work

involved please feel free to contact

place today.

me at sarah@evolocity.co.nz - I would

As a nod to International Women’s

love to hear from you.

Day earlier this month this e-zine issue

Have a fantastic 2021 everyone and

celebrates women in STEM as we

I’m looking forward to seeing the

speak with four highly accomplished

amazing

leaders at the forefront of their fields

design this year.

creations

who share with us their job paths and
career highlights. Squadron Leader
Rebecca

(George)

Magdalinos,

of

the Royal New Zealand Air Force,
Eva Hakansson, builder of electric
vehicles and world’s fastest electric
motorcycle racer, Dr Deborah Munro,
biological

systems

engineer

and

Judith Makinson, transport engineer.
Whilst

all

these

women

share

something in common – they are all
engineers!

their career choices are

very different and I’m sure you will
find their stories illuminating and
inspirational.
EVolocity is about developing the
next generation of kiwi innovators,
engineers

and

technology

entrepreneurs in sustainability and
our next e-zine will delve into the
exciting developments taking place
in the cleantech sector.
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Warm wishes,
Sarah

our

students

A massive thank you to our fantastic
sponsors - we couldn’t do it without you!

SCHOOLS

NATIONAL
SCHOOLS
MANAGER

EVolocity’s 2021

Les Black gives us an update

school!

Interested in
taking part in
programme?
Click here to
register your

on all things EVolocity.

Program 2021

A calendar of the year’s events is

It is good to be underway with the
2021 campaign and to welcome
aboard the Taranaki schools as our
latest region along with the growing
interest from Otago. We look forward
to

aspirational

designs,

growing

capabilities and producing vehicles
with the wow factor again this year.
Many impressive vehicles lined up to
compete at the 2020 regional finals.

posted on our website too. This will
be kept up to date this year.
Resources

Changes to the program
Towards

the

end

consideration

Last year we posted a range of
resources designed to help teams
design and build their vehicles. They
can be used by students and teachers
who may wish to use these in their
lessons.

of

each

year

feedback from teams is taken into
in

designing

the

next years program. EVolocity has a
program advisory group made up of
teachers, regional coordinators and
engineers to respond and help grow
the program.
A summary of the changes for 2021
are:

Information on the 2021 competition

DRAG RACE

is now out in schools and launches are

- now reduced to 50m

to standardise the distance for all

well underway. Information on Design

venues.

Guidelines is posted on our website.

ECONOMY RUN

These Design guidelines should be

- now reduced in both

time (45 min) and energy allocation

carefully read before designing and
beginning construction. Should any

(30Wh).

points require clarification please

COMPETITION CLASS

post a query on our Forum.

- for vehicles up

to 3kW conforming to competition

To make marking transparent all

Class specifications.

marking rubrics are posted in the

INNOVATION

competition section on the Evolocity

- a CAD design and

3D printing challenge has been

website. These will allow teams to

formally included

target points for these categories.

SHOW

- inclusion of an ‘Aotearoa

cultural’ dimension
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Competition Class
This

class

has

been

created

in

response to regular requests from
teams wanting an event that allows
drivers to pit their skills and vehicles
against each other over several circuit
laps. EVolocity’s advisory group have
never been comfortable with the
fitness for purpose of current designs,
particularly those with large wheels
and a high Centre of Gravity. Safety
is a responsibility and of paramount
concern

in

designing

a

suitable

competition and this has led to a
new specification for a 4 wheeled
vehicle for this class. Vehicles will be
tightly scrutineered against the new
specifications and drivers will be
briefed on safe driving.

For 2021, this event will only be run

If you know of students or schools

at regional events using Kartsport

who are interested in Evolocity and

tracks as they are well designed and

not yet involved, please let us know

maintained and will safely cope with

and we will make contact.

higher speeds.

I look forward to meeting many of

COVID

you at the launches and wish you all

Should COVID restrictions impose
themselves again we will run a
support program to assist teams with
designing and building their vehicles
as well as helping to develop new
skills. There will be no cost to this
online support and a schedule of
the offerings will be published well
ahead of time. Regional Coordinators
will be requesting your emails to keep
us connected and offer the online
programs.
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the very best for a year of creative fun
that develops your capabilities and
expands your career horizons.
Take care,
Les Black
Program Manager
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Feature
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Eva Hakansson Building and racing
to the top
Words by Deni Archer
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Eva

Hakansson

has

got

something in common with
all EVolocity students – she
builds electric vehicles and
then competes in them!
Eva also holds the world
record for fastest electric
motorcycle, and also used
to be the fastest female
motorcycle rider. So she
knows what it’s like to take
a vehicle build from start to
finish. And she might just
have some tips for you!

Eva’s story starts in Nynäshamn,

Almost ten years after leaving school,

Sweden. Her father was the 50cc

and by a twist of fate, Eva moved to

Swedish

champion

the USA and went back to university

in 1962 – he built the motorcycle,

to study and eventually earn a PhD

including the engine, in the evenings

in engineering. The idea to build a

and weekends. Eva’s mother was his

record fast electric vehicle came from

mechanic. You might say building

the drag racing experiences of her

and racing vehicles is in Eva’s blood,

husband Bill’s electric motorbike,

as she’s not the only one in her family

which was fast, but not fast enough

with an engineering degree. Both of

to make waves in the public mind. “I

her parents and her two older brothers

decided that I wanted the answer to

are engineers too! Eva says her father

the question “How fast is it?” to be at

had a full machine workshop in the

least “300 mph” (484 km/h). We didn’t

basement of their home. “It wasn’t

have the budget or garage space for a

until many years later I realized how

car, so it had to be a motorcycle.” It also

unusual, and beneficial, it was to

had to be a streamliner motorcycle

know how to machine, weld, and to

(where you sit inside the vehicle, like

have other machine shop skills.”

in a car) to be able to achieve that

roadracing

At age 16, she helped her father put
together her first motorbike, and with

kind of speed. That build began in
2010.

his guidance, replaced the gearbox

Fast forward 11 years and Eva has

of her first car at age 18. These were

set records as the fastest female

formative

Eva,

motorcycle rider, and fastest electric

though she admits: “I would prefer

motorcycle with a speed of 434km/h

to never change a gearbox again, but

(270mph) and has built a second

it did indeed give me a real taste of

vehicle with her husband, the Green

technology and boost in self-esteem.”

Envy. After working as a lecturer

experiences

for

Having this background, and having
won several first-places in national
science competitions with clean tech
projects

during

at the University of Auckland for
two years, where she was actively
involved with EVolocity, Eva took
2020 off to attempt to set new
records.

high school, you’d

attending

expect Eva would

Except

you’d

wrong.

“I

be

decided

in 2020 and 2021 due
to COVID19 outbreaks.
While a disappointment,

to

this isn’t stopping Eva:

broaden my mind
and

picked

unexpected
money

“Just because we can’t

an

make it to Speed Week

field

of study. Because
rules

the

world, I decided to

doesn’t mean the work
Young Eva - Winner of the Swedish
Junior Water Prize (Svenska
Juniorvattenpriset) 1999

get a business degree,” says Eva. She
also got an environmental science
degree, and feels that learning about
the

“intricate

racing

been scuppered both

engineering

studies.

the

event in Australia has

have gone straight
into

Unfortunately

relations

between

stops. We will bring the
Green Envy back to New
Zealand and make it

even faster for 2022. It’s just a bump
in the road in our mission to show
that electric power is the way to go.”

the

This tenacity is what Eva calls her

environment” is what fuelled her

biggest asset. “To be the best in

passion for electric vehicles.

anything, you have to work on it

technology,

economics
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and

every day. You need to want it so

‘ink’ in 3D printers. They are currently

everything I want – power, speed, and

badly, that you never give up. I also

using a bio-plastic made from corn. “I

torque, without the things I don’t

enjoy the building process more than

have only been in NZ for three years,

want – pollution and noise. I know

riding, which is important because

but I aspire to become a true kiwi and

that engine sound isn’t considered

you spend 360 days of building for

I have wholeheartedly adopted the

a “noise” by many people, but the

5 days of racing,” she says. While

“number 8 wire mentality”, and this

feeling of power and speed is actually

this grit is key to success, Eva says

business is definitely following that

much more intense in complete

the most important skill is really the

mentality. We are using a re-purposed

silence,” says Eva. Pass the chocolate!

project management. She quotes

plastic drinking straw machine, and

the saying ‘to finish first, one must

we hope to soon be able to also use

first finish’. “A race is a firm deadline,

recycled plastics,” says Eva.

and it takes serious management
skills and discipline to get everything
done in time. My favourite saying is
“Whatever I do today, I don’t have
to do tomorrow”. That’s how I get so
much done.”

Eva feels that when choosing a
career, one big misconception is
that if you want to make the world
a better place, you should become
a healthcare worker or study a
social science. “Healthcare workers

“

do absolutely wonderful work, but
they would be quite lost without

Engineering is a
great career choice,
particularly for women.
You can work with pretty
much anything that you
are passionate about,
you are well paid, and
well respected. Engineers
hold the key to a better
future. The only really
important thing to
remember going into
engineering - you need to
be strong in maths! You
don’t have to like maths
(I don’t!), you just have
to be good at it! If your
math skills need a bit
of a tune-up, check out
www.khanacademy.org.”

all the medical technology and the
science that make modern medicine
possible. If you want to save lives or

make the planet a better place, there
are endless possibilities in STEM,”
advises Eva.
For Eva, her electric vehicles are

Alongside her “expensive hobby” Eva
is now also developing a 3D printing
filament

manufacturing

business

right here in New Zealand. In the long
term, KiwiFil aims to use recycled

“ecoactivism in disguise”. Her mission,
she says, is to show that being ecofriendly can be fast and fun, while
raising awareness about the potential
of low emissions vehicles.

plastics to produce the long plastic

“An electric vehicle is like chocolate

string (filament) that is used as the

without

calories:

16

it

gives

me

Photo: Bonnevillestories.com

Watch

Eva Hakansson assures us she isnt just
looking for ways to save the planet—shes
looking for environmentally friendly ways to
fulfill her need for speed.

“I call KillaJoule and Green Envy “eco-activism in disguise”. My mission is to show that eco-friendly can be fast
and fun, and hopefully make people that otherwise wouldn’t be interested in low-emission vehicles be aware of
their potential. Speed is a great way of showing the potential of battery power, because fast is always in fashion!”
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Sponsor

ANZ Staff Foundation
supporting the community
ANZ is one of New Zealand’s leaders in

victims of abuse, assistance dogs and

payroll giving, with almost 2,000 staff

guide dogs, parenting programmes,

contributing regular amounts from

financial

their after-tax salaries and wages.

management courses and services,

ANZ matches these contributions at

confidence building and education

a rate of $2 for every $1 donated by

programmes for at-risk youth and

staff. All funds go to our charitable

many more.

trust, the ANZ New Zealand Staff
Foundation.

literacy

and

money

We are proud to be able to support
EVolocity in the important work they

Since inception in 2000, the ANZ

do for our community, specifically

New Zealand Staff Foundation has

by helping them to meet the costs

distributed

million

of the National Schools Programme

in community grants to over 800

Manager, who oversees programme

charities and community projects

delivery for the EVolocity electric

nationwide.

vehicle project in schools.

nearly

NZ$7

Through the generosity of our staff we
support a wide variety of important
community projects and services,
including counselling and support for

Les Black, Programme Manager, talking to a
group of students about the EVolocity programme
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Join EVolocity at the EWORLD EXPO on 8 May 2021.
Visit us at our stand where we will be showcasing some
students vehicles and sharing what EVolocity is all about
with the public, while also learning about what NZ has to
offer in the sustainable technologies space!
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Feature

Women leading the
charge in engineering
Words by Deni Archer
With the world having just celebrated International Women’s Day, we
thought it an apt time to celebrate New Zealand women in engineering!
Traditionally,

engineering

a quarter of engineering students

our society. Engineering touches our

have largely been adopted by the

jobs

in

nationwide, and less than a third of

everyday lives in multiple ways that

male workforce; however, this is

information

communications

most of us take for granted; for design

changing as more females embrace

technology (ICT) students (according

to be effective, we need designers of

new career possibilities and develop

to women.govt.nz).

all shapes and sizes working together

their passions in the fields of science,
technology, engineering and math
(STEM).

and

There are so many reasons why we
should be encouraging women into

to understand the complexities of our
world.

STEM careers. Studies show that

To inspire our young wāhine to learn

While the reasons fewer women

having more diversity in a team

more about STEM, EVolocity recently

choose

improves

creativity

spoke with a few of our local female

could be as simple as the way they

to

pursue

STEM

careers

and even organisational sales and

productivity,

engineering heroes who are leading

analyse their high school grades, or as

profits. But more importantly: we

successful engineering careers in NZ.

complex as structural biases, statistics

need more diverse experiences and

show that women make up less than

views to inform inclusive solutions for
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Squadron Leader

Rebecca ‘George’ Magdalinos
ROYAL NEW ZEALAND AIR FORCE

By trade, I’m an Engineering Officer in

collaborating to bring the science of

the RNZAF. While I’ve been primarily

aviation alive and provide experiential

involved in aviation engineering, the

learning

role is very diverse. One of the things

people. I love the opportunity to

I love about the Defence Force is the

share our Air Force and showcase

diversity of opportunity on offer. I

the myriad of talented role models

currently work in Defence Health as

within. Another highlight was being

the Military Lead of Operation STAND

deployed to Egypt in 2010/2011.

(which is a programme around the

Although not in an Engineering role

reduction of harm from substance

I really enjoyed the opportunity to

misuse).

serve in a multi force capacity and

I got into this career because I always
wanted to be a pilot in the Air Force

Mechanical Engineering from AUT;
Aerospace Engineering from RMIT;
Diploma of Arts from Massey University.
Currently studying a Post Graduate
Certificate in Leading Change for Good
with the Mind Lab.

opportunities

for

young

work alongside some brilliant people
from other nations.

- so I knew which subjects I needed

I’d like students to know that you

at high school to help me on that

don’t have to be a ‘certain type of

pathway. Unfortunately, that didn’t

person’ to thrive in an engineering

work out so I joined the RNZAF as an

environment.

Aircraft Technician. From there I was

people considering a STEM career is

fortunate to have my study sponsored

to aim to become the role model you

by the RNZAF and embarked on an

might’ve needed when you were just

engineering career from there. I’ve

starting out and bring everyone on

always enjoyed maths and problem

the journey with you!

My advice to young

solving and so engineering was a
great fit.
One of my career highlights is having
the wonderful opportunity to create
our School to Skies programme.
I

really

loved

innovating

and

“

Aim to become the role
model you might’ve
needed when you were
just starting out and
bring everyone on the
journey with you!”
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Dr Deborah Munro
SENIOR LECTURER IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY

I became interested in engineering as

students achieve their goals is what

a career after seeing a presentation

I love most about my work. It’s very

by NASA when I was in high school.

rewarding to help people on a daily

It inspired me to study mechanical

basis and share my knowledge with

engineering

them.

and

then

work

for

NASA designing life science support
equipment.

After

obtaining

my

Master’s in robotics I went on to design
robots for the Jurassic Park Ride at
Universal Studios Hollywood. Neither
of those jobs really fit my personality
so I switched to orthopaedic implant
design and have loved it ever since.
I enjoy the thoroughness and rigor
that goes into designing a medical
Masters in Mechanical Engineering from
Stanford University (USA);
Doctor of Engineering in Biological
Systems Engineering from the University
of California, Davis

device that will reside in the human
body for ten to twenty years.
dinosaurs would be the highlights of
my career, but honestly it has been
my work in orthopaedic implants
that I’ve enjoyed the most. I am in
the process of commercialising my
wireless implantable sensor system
for monitoring the progress of spinal
fusion. If successful, this technology
could help millions of people get
back to regular life in half the time as
currently required.
As a Senior Lecturer at the University
Canterbury,

I

have

seven

postgraduate students working on
various biomedical research areas.

“

Teaching, mentoring, and helping

If you like to create, solve
problems, and help
people, then engineering
is for you.”
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like

students

to

know

that

engineering is not a ‘man’s field’.
Over

20%

of

our

mechanical

engineering students are female, and
in sub-disciplines such as biomedical
engineering, females make up half
the population. Also, engineering is
not ‘dirty’. There’s no grease or grime
involved unless you seek out such
opportunities. I’ve only ever worked in
front of a computer or in a high-tech
lab.

Everyone thinks NASA or robotic

of

I’d

My advice to young people is this: if
you like to create, solve problems,
and help people, then engineering
is for you. It’s a well-paying job in
an industry that is quite recessionproof, and there are excellent career
advancement opportunities. If you’re
considering medicine because you
like

medical

devices,

biomedical

engineering is a different way to be
involved.

Judith Makinson
TRANSPORT ENGINEERING MANAGER, CKL

When I was at school, I loved science

to locate unexploded WWII bombs! I

and maths. But I didn’t want to follow

loved that we were creating a vision

any of them as a pure subject, so

for the future - reconnecting people

engineering seemed like a great way

with an awesome river that had been

to combine my favourite subjects

ignored and degraded for decades.

in a career. I love the challenge of
figuring out an appropriate solution
to a problem. Combining maths and
science with an understanding of
human nature helps us design things
that will actually be used as intended
to fulfil a need.

more

been
Lakes

recent

working

highlight
with

Community

Trust

has

Kimihia
on

the

rehabilitation on Huntly East Mine
to create a new regional park facility.
They want to promote water-based
outdoor education for schools with

graduate

camping and lodge accommodation

Transportation Engineer for Arup

on site. They are also hoping to create

in London and I am now the

a

Transportation Engineering Manager

space and walking and cycling trails.

I

Bachelors of Civil Engineering and
Masters of Transportation Engineering and
Planning from the University of Salford
(UK)

A

started

out

as

a

for CKL in Hamilton - I joined them
just over two years ago to spearhead
a new transportation engineering
offering for them.

heritage

museum,

community

The biggest misconception I would
like to bust is that STEM careers are
‘men’s work’. If you have a passion
for STEM, it is anybody’s job and the

It’s really, really hard to pick a

more diversity we have in the industry

highlight

the stronger it will be.

from

my

20-plus

year

career! One from my early career
is Irwell River Park in Manchester,
UK. Leading a project developing a
linear park, walkway and cycleway
along a very industrialised river was
a great learning opportunity that
involved many disciplines: ground
contamination,

flooding,

My advice to students is to go for it!
There is a massive range of opportunity
in STEM careers - you can follow so
many different pathways!

There

really is something for everybody and
it never gets boring!

ecology,

archaeology and heritage, bridge
design, architecture and even how

“

If you have a passion for
STEM, it is anybody’s job
and the more diversity
we have in the industry
the stronger it will be.”
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Sponsor

Save the planet with science —
from New Zealand
Calling New Zealand’s brightest! Exciting science doesn’t just
happen in other countries. It’s being done in New Zealand, too.
And you can get involved.
Robinson

So how do we stop using fossil fuels

Victoria

in transportation to cut our carbon

University of Wellington are leading a

emissions and slow down global

big programme of work to deal with

warming?

Researchers
Research

at

the

Institute

at

one of the hardest problems facing
the planet:

Here’s where the Kiwi researchers
come in. The engineers and scientists

How can we make transportation

at the Robinson Research Institute

climate-friendly?

are world leaders for their work on

You

might

think

that

electric

vehicles are sorting out the problem
of fossil fuels. But actually 96% of
transportation

energy

currently

comes from fossil fuels. Heavy lorries
burn diesel; long-distance trains burn
diesel; ships burn diesel; and planes
burn aviation fuel, which is usually
a blend of kerosene and synthetic
fuel. The hardest problem to solve is
aviation, since aviation fuel is both
energy dense and very light—much

high-temperature superconductors—
HTS for short. It’s a branch of applied
physics that uses novel materials and
magnets to generate energy and use
energy efficiently for motors. Their
science is currently being used all
round the world and even in space.
They are already working with aircraft
manufacturers for electric aircraft
and plan to work with Rocket Lab
and NASA on using HTS to propel
satellites.

lighter than the batteries needed

Their new research programme has

to store energy for electric aircraft.

just won a multi-million-dollar grant

That’s

by the New Zealand government

why

the

electric

aircraft

currently under development are all

under

the

Strategic

small planes—single-engine planes

Investment Fund—Advanced Energy

and executive jets.

Technology Platform. They are now
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Science

getting ready to start work on some

the future – Ara Institute, Manukau

Ratu Mataira is one of the PhD

of the most ambitious and exciting

Institute

researchers working on HTS at the

research New Zealand has ever seen.

Canterbury University.

Robinson Research Institute. He says:

This

Team leader Dr Rod Badcock says:

“For me, success at high school came

It

is

a

involves

national
teams

programme.
at

Callaghan

Innovation and AUT working on
cryogenics (working with materials
at very low temperatures, around
50 degrees Kelvin—that’s minus 220
degrees

Celsius),

Universities

of

and

Canterbury

working

electronics.

The

at

University’s

Victoria

at

Auckland
on

Robinson

the
and
power
team

Gracefield

campus will handle the research on
superconducting machines.
But it’s not all physics and engineering
labs and white coats. The HTS-electric
lorries, ships, trains, and planes will
need skilled tradespeople to service
and maintain them. Several polytechs
will produce people with the specific
skills needed for the technical jobs of

of

Technology—and

“We want to produce industry-ready
engineers who are familiar with these
new technologies. We are especially
interested in attracting young women
and young Māori into these new
science and technical careers. We’ve
already got some excellent Māori
PhD researchers at Robinson. But
we need more women, and we need

down to having the right role models.
I was lucky because my Māori side
had all my great role models. It was a
lot of pressure. I know the research I’m
doing would make my grandparents
proud. It is always a privilege to have
such role models; so if I can be a role
model for other people, that would
be awesome.”

more Māori! So if you’re interested

If

and have the right NCEA subjects

could

(maths plus physics or chemistry),

like

we’d like to hear from you.”

rod.badcock@wgtn.ac.nz or go to

These

are

opportunities,
HTS

exciting
both

automotive

in
and

career
the

new

aviation

engineering sector, or in the physics
and engineering research that will
transform our future.
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you

know
be

to

someone

interested,
know

more,

or

who
you’d

contact:

https://www.wgtn.ac.nz/robinson
It’s time for Kiwi ingenuity to save the
planet!

Getting started
Some tips for starting your EVolocity
project, resources and more!
The start of any project is an exciting time! But it can also
be a bit overwhelming – especially if you’ve never done

Your Build

anything similar before.
The EVolocity project is no different. But never fear! We are
here to help you every step of the way. So let’s start right
here by talking through some key things to think about.

ONE,

TWO,

THREE…

FOUR?

The first thing to do is go on out there (or at least on the
net) and look at the kinds of vehicles that exist. One, two,
three, or four… The number of wheels is one way to get
the ball rolling. Once you’ve decided on that, you can start
figuring out what kind of designs you like most. Bikes are
light, and fast and a good first EVolocity vehicle to go for.
Carts require a bit more engineering but give you plenty
of room for creativity. You can choose a three or four
wheeled cart, and the design styles are almost endless –
we’ve seen it all over the years at EVolocity! Four wheels
gives plenty of stability, but three-wheels allows teams to
use the back wheel and frame of a bike which allows the
brakes and gears to be upcycled.
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d with your build
EENY

MEENY

MINY

MOE

–

MATERIALS!

What you make your vehicle out of counts too, and there are
many materials to choose from. For frames, wood has good
strength, is easy to work with at home, and is sustainable. If
you have access to a welder, metal might be for you. Steel is
strong and sturdy but not as light as aluminium. Both of these
materials are available from old bicycles.

You might want to go a step further
and build a body shell. Composites,
aluminium and coreflute are worth
considering. The more you upcycle,
the better – you could win our
EarthCare Award!
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MOTORS,

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

MORE…

Our standard kit is 350W but you could go for a more
powerful motor up to 1kW. This year we are introducing
an even more powerful class – Competition Class
– which is up to 3kW (but you can only enter this if
you’ve competed in at least one EVolocity regional final
prior to 2021). Direct drives are simple, but the electric
motors have strong turning force (torque). At low revs
they don’t keep this up – so gears are needed to keep
using the torque to achieve higher speeds.
Your

steering

method

is

another

important

consideration. The most common of these is where
turning the steering wheel pushes one wheel and pulls
the other to go around a corner. But there are other
options you can consider – we have even seen a cart
steered by an X-box!

DECODING

THE

KIT

Parts (as shown):
1.

Throttle

2. Brake handles
3. Key switch
4. Motor & gearbox
5. Chain
6. Motor mount

7. Motor controller
8. Sprocket & free
wheel ratchet
9. Smart charger
10. Light with battery
charge indicator

Taking it to the next level
You’ll get far just by getting the basics right as we described

• Take a look at previous designs in our 2020 regional

above, but to get the most out of the project, don’t forget

final blogs on the website

to look at the competition categories and see what ‘gets

• Work out which design will perform best and can be

your wheels spinning’! There are innovation challenges,

built by your team and its resources

a computer aided design award, a show category that

• Agree on what the broad design features will be for

focuses on upcycling and environmental efficiency as

your vehicle

well as body design, finish and creative themes.

TO

TEAM

OR

NOT

TO

Grab some friends, sort out what parts of the build they

TEAM

would like to work on then allocate leaders roles to them.

You may wish to build your vehicle on your own, but

Each person should lead their delegated area but also be

projects like this can be a lot more fun, include more

able to work on other parts of the build under someone

ideas and be built more quickly if it is done as a small

else’s leadership. Leaders will have to take responsibility

team. Larger teams are cumbersome as they are often

for their area of the build, bring the product in on

more difficult to get together and organise. Either way,

schedule and be clear how each team’s contribution will

learning to work with others is a valuable skill, even if it

fit together to make the complete vehicle.

can feel challenging at times.

Have each team make a ‘guesstimate’ of the time they

SOME USEFUL TIPS AND QUESTIONS
TO START YOUR TEAM BRAINSTORMING
YOUR BUILD!

will take to complete their part of the work. We can then
start to put a timeline together. Make a plan and stick to
it and you won’t feel overwhelmed! There are many free

• Discuss what you want to build with your friends.

and useful project management tools out there you can

Should it be a bike or a cart?

use, like Trello.com.

• What can we find to make it out of? (old bikes from

Remember – we are here for you! There are heaps of

recycling depots, aluminium, composites, wood,

resources available on our website and we are always

bamboo, coreflute, etc)

available to answer questions. Email your regional

• Read the Design Guidelines and Competition

coordinator or join the forums, or BOTH. Don’t let a

categories and make a note of what you want to

challenge put you off. If you can’t figure it out, ask for help!

achieve and what the competitions require. Watch

(you might want to read our next article on grit!)

this video from one of our mentors to help!

“The ability to ask questions is the greatest resource in

• Share some sketches of what you could build

learning the truth” – Carl Jung

This design model for developing a product
has been simplified for use in schools.
Learn more in our idea-filled Getting Started
document on the website.
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“

“Like a physical
muscle, the brain
gets stronger the
more you use it.”

Schools

Growth mindset: If you’re never
failing, you’re not growing!
When you were a baby and first

paddock. When no one has walked

And working really hard to make

started learning to walk, you got up

across a paddock before, there are

that future a reality,” says Angela

on your feet only to fall down again

no pathways, just plenty of grass. At

Duckworth, ‘grit’ researcher, founder

and again. If you’d taken a ‘fixed

first, walking through the long grass

and CEO of Character lab.

mindset’ approach to learning to

is tricky, but the more times the path

walk, your little baby brain would’ve

gets trodden on the more entrenched

thought ‘this is too hard, I just don’t

the pathway becomes, and soon, it’s

think walking is my thing’ and given

an easy and obvious pathway that

up. But instead, you took the ‘growth

everyone can walk down with ease!

mindset’ approach and practiced
and practiced and fell down over and
over again until you finally got it! Now,
walking is second nature; in fact, you
can probably run, jump, ride a bike,
water ski, snowboard and more!

Neuroplasticity

shows

that

our

brains are always changing! It’s not
in one fixed state, and this is great
and what we believe we are capable

So,

of can influence how our brains grow.

challenging in your EVolocity build,

This includes being able to grow

we want you to keep trying and

your ‘intelligence’. Like a physical

maybe even celebrate your failures

muscle,

the

brain

gets

hit

something

and mistakes! Because now you
know that you have the power to

mindset’!

change your own brain and you can
only do that by trying new things and
challenging yourself to learn!

change with effort. Luckily, there is

brains have a characteristic called
Neuroplasticity

you

stronger

ability to learn is not fixed, that it can

We can learn new things because our
neuroplasticity.

when

the more you use it. Enter ‘growth
Growth Mindset is the belief that the
Scientists understand growth mindset!

Even Yoda knows about growth mindset!

because it means that what we do

is

the brain’s ability to keep adapting
to changes in our environments. The
brain looks for patterns and when the
neurons in your brain are activated in
a particular pattern, it becomes faster
and easier for your brain to follow
that same pattern in the future.
Think of it like a pathway across a

plenty of science to back
this up. Growth mindset is
also what helps a person
develop the quality of
‘grit’. “Grit is passion and
perseverance

for

very

long-term goals. Grit is
having stamina. Grit is
sticking with your future
day in day out not just
for the week, not just for
the month, but for years.
Credit
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Schools

Introducing Waikato’s
new regional coordinator
– engineer Sam Knox!

Kia ora koutou,
As someone who never considered

I studied mechanical engineering

engineering as a career choice in

at The University of Waikato and

high school simply because I wasn’t

through my career I've spent a lot of

exposed to it, it makes me super

time with computers and drones. I’m

proud to be a part of an education

stoked that, as well as supporting our

initiative as forward-thinking and

teachers with the programme itself, I

practical as EVolocity. We get to

am also able to answer those technical

introduce engineering to students

questions that inevitably arise. The

early on, and in the best way possible

first build day in mid-April will go over

- by getting them to do it!

basic vehicle design and fabrication,

I’m Sam and I’m taking over from
Levinia as regional coordinator for
Waikato. Levinia has pulled together
a great bunch of teachers, students,
and mentors across the region, and
I have been delighted to meet you
all. A heartfelt thanks to Levinia for

and June’s workshop will introduce
programming - something that may
be new ground for many. I’m big into
electronics and programming and
mixing it into a physical machine, so
I say these build days are going to be
great fun.

We’d
our

like

to

outgoing

thank
regional

coordinator, Levinia Paku,
for her dedicated work
in growing the Waikato
region from scratch over
the past five years. Her
work

was

invaluable

and we wish her well

doing such an awesome job. Levinia’s

Really looking forward to working

as

continued

with you all throughout the year!

attentions on her work at

support

as

a

sponsor

she

refocuses

her

representing the University of Waikato

the University of Waikato

is also greatly appreciated.

Engineering. She’ll still be
around as a key sponsor
of

the

Welcome

programme!
to

mechanical

Sam,

taking over the role.
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a

engineer
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Get amped!

Spotlight on
EVolocity students
This is a new regular
feature

of

our

ezine!

We’ll be profiling a few
EVolocity

students

in

each issue, and for this
issue,

we

decided

to

celebrate some of our
young EVolocity wāhine!
We had the opportunity
to talk to Olivia from
Canterbury, Emily and
Eva

from

Waikato,

and Siwan from Bay of
Plenty. Have a read of

Eva Donkin

AND

Emily Makinson
Eva (left) and Emily (right)

Year 12 students from Waikato
WHEN DID YOU FIRST GET INVOLVED
WITH EVOLOCITY?

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT THE
EVOLOCITY PROGRAMME?

We joined EVolocity in our year 9

Race day! We enjoy the problem

which was 2018, so this is our fourth

solving that takes place on the day to

year on the programme.

make quick fixes, along with figuring
out the strategy behind each event.

WHAT KIND OF VEHICLE HAVE YOU
BUILT?

It is also a good experience to be
surrounded by like-minded people,

A 350 Watt bike

what they had to say

WHAT DID YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT THE
PROCESS OF BUILDING?

about

We found it was really enjoyable to

being

part

of

EVolocity.

learn technical skills such as welding
and

programming,

along

with

transferable skills like teamwork. It
was also really satisfying to see it
come together and to be able to
gradually improve our design.

“

The most valuable
thing we learned
from EVolocity is that
engineering is a far
broader field than
we originally thought
and that it is used in
almost every element
of our life.”

WHAT DID YOU FIND MOST CHALLENGING
ABOUT THE PROCESS OF BUILDING?

Because we used a small bike frame,
we

had

some

difficulties

fitting

everything on and we found we
had to keep it simple to save space
and minimise weight. Even though

along with professional engineers.
WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM BEING
PART OF EVOLOCITY THAT YOU MOST
VALUE?

The most valuable thing we learned
from EVolocity is that engineering is
a far broader field than we originally
thought and that it is used in almost
every element of our life.
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO STUDY OR DO
WHEN YOU LEAVE SCHOOL?

We are both planning on doing some
form of engineering. This will likely be
either mechatronics, biomedical, or
environmental.

we found that the more things we

WHAT ADVICE/WORDS OF
ENCOURAGEMENT WOULD YOU LIKE TO
OFFER YOUNG WOMEN CONSIDERING
JOINING EVOLOCITY?

fiddled with the more problems we

Just try it! It’s surprisingly easy to

had. It’s also sometimes difficult to

pick up and once you’ve got the

ensure that each element works not

engineering bug, you won’t be able to

only as an individual component, but

stop. It is also the perfect opportunity

as part of the whole bike.

to learn practical skills that you may

we tried to keep our design simple,

not otherwise be taught.
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Olivia Hotter

Siwan Lloyd-Jones

Year 11 student from Canterbury

Year 9 student from Bay of Plenty

WHEN DID YOU FIRST GET INVOLVED WITH
EVOLOCITY?

WHEN DID YOU FIRST GET INVOLVED WITH EVOLOCITY?

I first got involved with EVolocity in 2019 when I was in

I first got involved with EVolocity at the start of

Year 7, so this is my third year now.

2020, so this will be my second year.

WHAT KIND OF VEHICLE HAVE YOU BUILT?

WHAT KIND OF VEHICLE HAVE YOU BUILT?

I built 350 Watt go-karts.

My team built a 350 Watt bike that was themed
‘steampunk’.

WHAT DID YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT THE
PROCESS OF BUILDING?

WHAT DID YOU ENJOY
MOST ABOUT THE
PROCESS OF BUILDING?

I enjoy learning how to use tools
(getting more confident with them)
and being able to do stuff myself.

I really liked getting
creative and coming
up

with

WHAT DID YOU FIND MOST CHALLENGING
ABOUT THE PROCESS OF BUILDING?

something

unique.

I found it challenging figuring out

WHAT DID YOU FIND
MOST CHALLENGING
ABOUT THE PROCESS OF
BUILDING?

create it, also the chain kept bouncing

how the steering worked so I could
which was a challenging problem
and the brakes were really hard to get

There were things that

to work properly. We had to problem

we wanted to do that

solve heaps to keep up with all these

we couldn’t as we ran
planning to do most of

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT THE EVOLOCITY
PROGRAMME?

these this year.

I like the rewarding feeling you get when you achieve
something in the process of

WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT THE EVOLOCITY
PROGRAMME?

building a vehicle. When we

There are lots of cool things to like about

finished our steering we felt a

EVolocity. Personally, I found it really inclusive.

great sense of achievement.

It gives everyone a chance to show their skills.

I also like seeing our karts go
from scraps of metal and wood

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM BEING PART OF
EVOLOCITY THAT YOU MOST VALUE?

to fully working electrical go-

One thing that I have learned through EVolocity

karts we can race!

is how to weld. This has been extremely helpful

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM
BEING PART OF EVOLOCITY THAT
YOU MOST VALUE?

both within EVolocity and at school.
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO STUDY OR DO WHEN YOU
LEAVE SCHOOL?

Technical skills e.g. welding
and wiring

I don’t really have anything specific in mind
yet, but I would like to

Personally, I
found EVolocity
really inclusive. It
gives everyone a
chance to show
their skills.”

Just give
it a go! I
didn’t think
Evolocity
was my
thing but
then I tried
it and it
was fun.”

new problems.

out of time! We are

“

“

be either in the music

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO STUDY OR DO WHEN YOU LEAVE
SCHOOL?

industry, or engineering

Geology/Geological Engineering

/ design.

WHAT ADVICE/WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT WOULD YOU
LIKE TO OFFER YOUNG WOMEN CONSIDERING JOINING
EVOLOCITY?

WHAT ADVICE/WORDS OF
ENCOURAGEMENT WOULD
YOU LIKE TO OFFER YOUNG
WOMEN CONSIDERING
JOINING EVOLOCITY?

Do

it!

It’s

a

Just give it a go! I didn’t think Evolocity was my thing
but then I tried it and it was fun. So just give it a go
even if you don’t think it is for you!

friendly

competition that is a
lot of fun and lets you
design something that you like while teaching

If you want to be featured, or to nominate someone
to be featured in the next issue, please contact
deni.archer@evolocity.co.nz by Monday 26 April 2021

you heaps of cool stuff.
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Feature

Graduate engineers
share their experiences
In line with our women in STEM theme, EVolocity
recently spoke to three young women who have
recently graduated with engineering degrees

Cat Smith
OPERATIONS SUPPORT TRAINEE, ORION - NEW ZEALAND DIPLOMA OF ENGINEERING AND
BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, ARA INSTITUTE OF CANTERBURY

electronics

the electricity network could have

technology class in high school

you: waist deep in a dirt trench in the

prompted

rain, off-roading up the side of a hill,

Exposure

to

an

me

to

choose
I

eating lunch with a lakeside view,

remember thinking that being

or even being called five times in a

able to control an LED so that it

minute because the power went off

turned on automatically when the

from where you were working… no

room got dark was like magic.

two days are the same!

Now I work in electrical engineering

I think it’s important to dispel the

with a focus on automation for

misconception that creative work

electricity

finished

and STEM are two separate pathways.

my studies at the end of 2020,

Mathematics and science are the

and

Orion

foundations for all that we know

(Canterbury's electricity network

about our physical world, and their

owner)

operations

concepts are just as beautiful as fine

department. Electricity is a STEM

art. Combining technical and creative

industry where ‘you only really

thinking broadens the possibilities of

notice it when things go wrong’.

what can be innovated and created.

When things are going right, our

The possibilities are endless, and in

customers are supplied with power

my opinion – STEM is real-life magic.

engineering

as

a

networks!

currently
in

career.

I

work
the

at

and they needn’t think twice about
flicking a switch.

My advice to students is to look
beyond

the

‘four-year

university

I love being part of a team of

degree’ pathway into STEM. There are

‘everyday

is

many other options (e.g. polytechnics,

working behind the scenes and

trades, and apprenticeships) which

around the clock to enable that. In

may be better suited to your life, and

my last job, and given day testing

learning style.

superheroes’

that
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“

The possibilities
are endless, and
in my opinion –
STEM is real-life
magic.”

Catherine Downes

Hozea Lopez

MASTERS OF ENGINEERING STUDENT – BACHELOR OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO

PROJECT ENGINEER AT VORTEX GROUP - BACHELOR OF
ENGINEERING (HONS) IN COMPUTER SYSTEMS, UNIVERSITY
OF AUCKLAND

My favourite subjects in

I’ve always had a love for science and maths and that

high school were physics

helped me to choose a career in engineering. Now

and

a

that I have started my career, I enjoy the on-the-job

teacher suggested I go

maths.

learning – there are so many new things to learn. I

into engineering, I did

also like that my role gives me a mixture of office-

a bit of research and

based work and site-based work. Variety is great.

felt

that

When

mechanical

engineering

What I love about working at Vortex is being involved

most

in making electricity more accessible to the most

suited me because I’m

remote

very visual. It actually

are still places with

and third year at uni
to

I

really

little to no electricity

began

understand

It’s

amazing that there

wasn’t until my second
that

places.

and it’s also amazing

what

what

engineering is and fell

to

in love with it.

we

get

can

do

people

in

these remote places

I am currently in the final stages of my Master’s

connected.

I

project. Once the assembly and testing is complete

seeing structures that

this month (March 2021) I will write up the thesis

have been around for

and submit it! Then I will go back into industry.

hundreds

of

love

years

and the design that

I really enjoy being part of projects which make

went into it.

change and offer much needed solutions to
problems. For my Masters, I have been working

I’d like to encourage

alongside scientists and engineers to develop a

young

robotic vehicle designed to thin apple orchards, pick

pursue STEM careers.

blueberries and prune vineyards.

Don’t

women
be

afraid

to
of

giving it try. You might

For young women thinking about choosing a STEM

end up liking it, or it

career, I’d like to dispel the misconception that

might be different to

working in a predominantly male field isn’t enjoyable

what you expected it

for women. The majority of my male colleagues are

to be.

kind and helpful just like anyone else. I also want to
say: You can literally be whatever you want to be,
whether than be the highest paid designer,

“

You can literally
be whatever
you want to be,
whether than be
the highest paid
designer, CEO or
manager!”
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“

I like that my
role gives me a
mixture of officebased work and
site-based work.”

In the news

We Love!

FROM NEW ZEALAND TO MARS!
A young New Zealand

News articles we’ve been
reading and loving over
the past wee while

physicist working in the
field of cosmological
computing will be among
the team of Nasa scientists
who will analyse the
data sent back from the
Perseverance rover that
landed on Mars last week.

YOUNGEST ASTRONAUT IN TRAINING!
At 18 Alyssa Carson

HOW TO FIND SATELLITE CHAINS!

was already making
headlines. You

With Elon Musk’s

can also follow

SpaceX launching

her Instagram @

its Starlink satellites

nasablueberry.

at a rapid pace, the
chances of seeing
chains of the objects
whizzing across
the night sky are
becoming better
over time.

SAVING THE WORLD!
A Canterbury University
engineering project
has developed the first
prototype of a new
portable battery device to

WORLD CLASS INNOVATION IN NELSON!

help deploy more effective

Nelson could soon be home
to a “world-class” science and
technology hub based at Port
Nelson, with innovation as a
key theme.
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mobile radio transmitters
into emergency situations
for the NZ Red Cross.

#ILookLikeAnEngineer
We love exploring this insta and twitter handle, which is all about
women and minority ethnic engineers breaking the stereotypes of
what engineers look like.
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Sponsor

School to Skies –
Propelling Young New Zealand
Women into STEM Pathways
School to Skies is the product of a

on one of our three operational

exercises that will teach them more

bold move in 2017 to help raise our

bases gives forty Year 13 women the

about themselves, how to manage

representation figures for women in

chance to break down social barriers

pressures that life can at times deliver,

the Air Force, as well as encourage

and gain exposure to a variety of Air

foster teamwork and set them up

diversity. The NZDF is committed to

Force careers. This includes both

with valuable tools to use as they

increasing

representation

technical and aviation trades – they

transition from school into a career.

across the three services to 25% by

get to fix real aircraft, fly a simulator,

2025. School to Skies is now in its third

plan a flight mission, build electrical

year and is one of many initiatives in

component and learn more about

place to reach this target.

engineering fundamentals.

female

Participants also have the unique
opportunity to speak face to face
with incredible role models who are
employed in technical and aviation

of

aviation

In addition to these tactile skills, the

roles and have all of their questions

and

personal

forty young women will take part in

and concerns answered. Giving these

development, the week-long camp

a variety of workshops and leadership

young women role models for them

A

combination

STEM,

leadership
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to look up to and aspire to become has proven to be an
essential component of School to Skies camp. Many
participants may not have previously considered
the RNZAF as a potential career choice, and this
programme aims to broaden the preconceived ideas
young women may have about a military career.
Through

experiential

learning

and

real-world

applicability, the program is a modern approach,
contextualising school curriculum for future careers
and to address the ever increasing skill gap of
women choosing STEM careers. Graduates leave
empowered, engaged and excited at a time where
career prospects can be overwhelming. It is hoped
that the School to Skies programme will encourage
more females into technical and aviation trades, such
as Pilots, Engineers, Aircraft Technicians, Air Warfare
Officers, Avionics Technicians and Communication
System Technicians.

The programme has now grown to include School to
Skies: On The Road, delivering content to Year 7 – 9
students, targeting formative periods and starting a
continuum of positive STEM engagement.
The School to Skies camp is open to all young women
in school year 13 who are taking Level 3 NCEA (or
equivalent) maths, english and science subjects and
runs during the Term 1 school holidays each year. Visit
www.schooltoskies.co.nz for more information.

Flight Lieutenant Emma Raven
Flight Lieutenant Emma Raven, an Air Warfare Officer

“Even though we can’t see it yet, STEM

by trade, is now the Officer-In-Charge of Operation

careers are going to take over the work

Tangata Kanorau, which runs the School to Skies

force in the years to come. This can make

programme. FLTLT Raven says she has always had

it hard to imagine the role you may end

an interest in STEM – from LEGO robotics to science

up in! But if you follow the path that you

experiments to university science open days. She

are passionate about, there will likely be

now runs the Schools to Skies programme teaching

a hugely exciting opportunity waiting

aviation STEM and contextualising learnings from the

for you at the end,” says FLTLT Raven. She’d like to

classroom into real-life career pathways.

remind young people that they don’t need to have

FLTLT Raven enjoys the variety the Air Force has
to offer and has travelled extensively to places like
Alaska, Arkansas, Australia and more.

their lifelong career plan figured out at 17/18. “There
are always amazing opportunities in the workforce,
aside from University that are just as rewarding, such
as the NZDF,” she says.
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Interested in taking part in EVolocity’s programme?
Click here to register your school!

Want to find more about sponsoring or supporting our
EVolocity programme?
Email us today for more information sarah@evolocity.co.nz or jo.morgan@evolocity.co.nz

www.evolocity.co.nz

marketing@evolocity.co.nz
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